
JEffiYFISH FACTS
1. Jeyfish don’t have brains

They don’t have a heart or lungs either. So how do jellyfish survive? Well their skin is 
so thin that oxygen can absorb straight through it so they don’t need lungs and they 
don’t have any blood so there’s no need for a heart to pump it around. Rather than 
having a brain they use nerves to respond to signals in their environment.

2. Jeyfish can clone themselves
If you cut a jellyfish in half the pieces of the jellyfish
can regenerate and turn into two new jellies WOW!

3. Jeyfish can have super long tentacles
A lion’s mane jellyfish is the world’s longest jellyfish and can have tentacles that are 
over 27 metres long; that’s longer than a blue whale.

4. Jeyfish can also be super tiny
Some species are so tiny they’re practically invisible. The smallest jellyfish are only a 
few millimetres long.

5. Jeyfish are mostly water
Jellyfish are between 85 and 98% water; this means if they wash up on the beach they 
will almost disappear as their water evaporates.

6. Jeyfish are very diverse
There are more than 10,000 species of jellyfish and they exist in all different types of 
marine environments.

7. Jeyfish could be older than dinosaurs
Scientists believe jellyfish have been in the world’s oceans for at least 500 million 
years, it is likely their lineage may go even further back, possibly 700 million years!

8. Jeyfish are among the earth’s deadliest creatures
The most venomous jellyfish in the world is the box jellyfish; this is capable of killing 
an adult human in just a few minutes with a single sting.
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We know that jeyfish are so diverse – let’s lk at a few dierent types!

Lion’s Mane Jeyfish
Our friend Freddie is a young lion’s mane jellyfish, which means he could 
eventually grow to have tentacles of around 100 feet long. These jellies get more 
red in colour as they get older and are known for their hundreds of tentacles that 
resemble a lion’s mane!

Mn Jeyfish
These are the most common types of jellies (if you have ever spotted a jellyfish, 
it is most likely this species) and can be found in the coastal waters of all oceans 
apart from the Arctic Ocean. Moon jellies are bioluminescent and glow a light 
purple when bumped in the dark!

Crystal Jeyfish
The crystal jellyfish is located in the 
waters around North America’s coast 
and as it’s name may suggest, it is 
completely colourless. It has around 
150 tentacles and during the day it is 
crystal clear but at night it glows in 
the dark!
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Interestingly, this jellyfish does not
have any tentacles, instead it has
cilia which are tiny hair-like structures
that move back and forth to help
propel it through the water. The
movement of this cilia creates
beautiful, multicoloured, sparkling
lights!

Bldbey Comb jeyfish

Cauliflower jeyfish
As you can imagine this jellyfish gets its 
name from it’s projections that look like 
the vegetable. The cauliflower jellyfish is 
mostly found in the waters of the 
mid-Pacific and Indo-Pacific and their 
stings are harmless to humans.

Pink meanie jeyfish
The pink meanie jellyfish is one of the 
largest species of jellyfish with 
tentacles of up to 70 feet long. This 
jellyfish was only discovered in the 
year 2000 and can be found in the 
US Atlantic, the Coastal Caribbean 
and the Gulf of Mexico. Owing to its 
name this jellyfish preys on other 
jellies, using it’s long tentacles to reel 
them in and has been known to eat 
as many as 34 at a time!
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